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The majority of Earth volcanism takes place in the deep ocean. Deep-sea

volcanoes are particularly complicated to study due to their remoteness. Very

different methods can be used and their combination can lead to crucial

information about submarine volcanoes behavior. In Mayotte, Comoros

archipelago, efforts have been made to study and monitor the deep volcanic

activity (~3000m) currently occurring east of Mayotte through variousmethods

and campaigns on land and at sea. In October 2020, a line of 10 Ocean Bottom

Seismometers was deployed during 10 days, leading to a hand-picked catalog

ofmore than a thousand of hydro-acoustic signals, which have been associated

with reactions between hot lava and deep cold ocean waters. During the same

period, repeated swath bathymetry surveys were performed over an active lava

flow field. We compare the time evolution of the hydro-acoustic events

locations and bathymetry differences observed between each survey. While

bathymetric information gives absolute location of new lava flows, hydro-

acoustic events give detailed relative time variations leading to short-term

spatial evolution. Bathymetric information thus provides snapshots of the

eruptive area evolution at specific times, when hydro-acoustic signals show

its continuous evolution. By combining both complementary analyses we are

able to clearly define the detailed evolution of the lava flows pattern in the short

time period of 10 days. Applied to the data already acquired on Mayotte since

2019, this method could allow us to estimate more precisely the volcano

effusion rate and its evolution, giving further insights on the feeding system.
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1 Introduction

The majority of volcanism on Earth occurs underwater,

under hundreds to thousands of meters of sea water.

Submarine volcanoes are particularly difficult to study due to

lack of access. Their activity can remain unknown because the

seafloor, of which only 20% had been mapped in 2021 (GEBCO,

2021), is largely invisible and unreachable. Unless the products of

the eruption get close to the surface, satellite can not be of

any help.

Like volcanoes on land, submarine volcanoes generate

various seismic signals that give indication about magma

sources, propagation and eruptive processes (McNutt and

Roman, 2015). Because submarine eruptions are often far

away from land (for example, along mid-ocean ridges),

common land-based monitoring means (e.g. seismicity,

deformation) have limited performances due to distance.

These eruptions also generate signals that propagate through

the water column. A wide variety of hydro-acoustic signals

emitted by active submarine volcanoes can be recorded at sea

and are part of the global oceanic soundscape (Yun et al., 2021).

They range from high frequency bubbling noise in shallow waters

(Longo et al., 2021) to broadband explosion signals in deep

waters (Haxel and Dziak, 2005; Dziak et al., 2008). Eruption can

also generate long-duration low-frequency tremor (Dziak et al.,

2008; Heaney et al., 2013). Such hydro-acoustic signals, generated

through different processes (earthquakes, landslides, lava-water

interactions, explosions), are transmitted into the water column

and can be recorded in near field by Ocean Bottom Seismometers

(OBS), by moored hydrophones in near and far field, or through

converted T-waves by shore-based seismic stations. Tepp and

Dziak (2021) showed that, since 1939, 47% of the 119 submarine

eruptions reported in the literature were detected thanks to

hydro-acoustics recordings around the world. 82% of those

119 eruptions were associated with land-based detections and

half of these detections were based on the study of T-waves when

they reach the shorelines.

Once discovered, some active submarine volcanoes are then

studied with marine surveys, to confirm their existence and

understand their mechanism. During these surveys, in situ

methods are performed to observe and characterize the

detected activity (e.g. with towed cameras, dredges, profiling

CTDs). One of the main method is to perform repeated swath

bathymetry campaigns with a multi beam echo sounder (MBES).

The resulting seafloor topography maps can be compared in

order to identify and constrain the extent of morphological

changes (Chadwick et al., 1991; Fox et al., 1992; Caress et al.,

2012; Carey et al., 2018). In volcanic contexts, negative depth

changes are interpreted as collapse or landslides (Chadwick et al.,

2008; Watts et al., 2012), and positive depth changes are

interpreted as new volcanic material (e.g. volcaniclastic

deposits, lava flows or edifices, Clague et al., 2011; Chadwick

et al., 2019; Feuillet et al., 2021). When possible, underwater

vehicles, autonomous - AUV or remotely operated - ROV, are

used to acquire swath bathymetry with higher resolution. AUV

and ROV navigate much closer to the seafloor, yielding

bathymetry with ~1 m lateral resolution, but can only survey

a limited surface. Ship-based MBES surveys can cover a much

wider surface, but their lateral resolution is limited to tens of

meters in deep waters.

Several volcanoes have been discovered and studied with

these combined methods. In the early 1980s, the mapping of the

Juan de Fuca ridge, off the coast of Oregon (United States of

America), led to the discovery of Axial Seamount volcano

(Delaney et al., 1981). Since then, this active volcano has been

intensively studied. In 2006, several OBS were moored nearby

and regularly recovered. Those instruments allowed the

understanding of the 2011 eruption timing and the

reconstruction of the precursory phase (Dziak et al., 2012). In

2014, the Ocean Observatories Initiave [OOI, (Kelley et al.,

2014)] deployed a permanent cabled network of instruments

around Axial Seamount, including OBS equipped with

hydrophones. In 2015, an eruption and its signals were

recorded in real-time by the network (Wilcock et al., 2016).

The hydro-acoustic signals were located on the north rift zone,

10 km away from the main caldera. This led to a marine survey a

few month later that mapped fresh lava flows with ship-based

MBES. Higher resolution maps were also acquired using an

AUV-based MBES. These surveys showed that lava flows were

spread over 19 km along the main caldera and the north rift zone

(Chadwick et al., 2016; Clague et al., 2017), and their location

matched the hydro-acoustics events locations. Using both

bathymetry difference maps and the hydrophone recordings,

Le Saout et al. (2020) were then able to reconstruct the eruption

dynamics and quantify the lava propagation rates and edifice

constructions.

Similarly, in the south-west of the Pacific Ocean, the West

Mata submarine volcano, part of the Mata volcanic chain is also

frequently erupting and used as an underwater volcano

laboratory to better document and understand deep sea

eruptions. With 11 bathymetry surveys performed on site

since 1996, the different morphological changes on West Mata

have been mapped (Clague et al., 2011; Embley et al., 2014;

Chadwick et al., 2019). In May 2009, a combination of close-

distance hydrophone, in-situ ROV videos and ship based surveys

allowed the recording and understanding of deep-sea active

degassing and explosive activity (Dziak et al., 2015).

These studies showed that hydro-acoustic signals recordings

combined with MBES surveys can help reconstruct eruption

dynamics, which is crucial in submarine contexts where

continuous visual observation is difficult to achieve.

East of Mayotte island, in the Comoros archipelago, a major

eruption started in 2018, preceded by strong seismic activity in

May of that year (Cesca et al., 2020; Lemoine et al., 2020). An

oceanographic cruise conducted in May 2019 [Mayobs1,

(Feuillet, 2019)] led to the discovery of a new volcanic edifice
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(named FaniMaoré) 50 km south east of the island (Feuillet et al.,

2021). Many efforts are made to monitor the activity by a

reinforced land network of seismic stations and oceanographic

cruises (REVOSIMA, 2021), to understand the current volcanic

activity as well as past activity. Amongst these methods, OBS

stations are regularly installed and their data analyzed (Saurel

et al., 2022). Multi-Beam Echo Sounder (MBES) measurements

are also performed to study the building of the volcanic structure

(Deplus et al., 2019).

We analyzed the data recorded by the hydrophone channel of

a set of OBS stations distributed along a 100 km-long line from

Petite-Terre to the south-west, with a 10 km inter station distance

(Figure 1). They were deployed between October 7 and October

17, 2020. The closest instrument was only a few kilometers south

from the active lava flows (blue patch on Figure 1). During this

deployment, a scientific cruise [Mayobs15, (Rinnert et al., 2020)]

was conducted on board French R/V Marion Dufresne with

MBES profiling over the Fani Maoré volcano and its

surroundings. Successive bathymetry surveys revealed that the

eruption was ongoing all along the duration of the cruise, in an

area north-west of the main edifice, hereafter named the TikTak

area. Their careful analysis allowed to recover very fine depth

changes between each survey and to map the location of volcanic

activity on the seafloor at several times between October 7 and

October 17.

We show in this paper that bathymetry surveys can quantify

the overall extent of new lava flows, which is not possible using

hydro-acoustic monitoring alone. On the other hand, hydro-

acoustic monitoring can track the relative evolution of the

activity in time with hourly details and metric spatial

resolution, which cannot be attained with the limited spatial

resolution and the sporadic recurrence of bathymetry surveys.

Combining the two methods allowed to recover absolute and fine

information of the lava flow evolution of the Mayotte eruption

with high time resolution.

2 Materials and methods

We present in this section the methodologies used to map

bathymetry changes and to extract hydro-acoustic signals source

locations.

2.1 Multi-Beam Echo Sounder surveys

During Mayobs15 cruise, several bathymetry surveys of

various quality were carried out. A high quality survey of the

whole Fani Maoré volcano and its surroundings, made up of east/

west and north/south lines, was performed on October 9 and 10.

FIGURE 1
Bathymetry (Feuillet et al., 2019) of the eastern Mayotte submarine volcanic area with depth contours every 1000 m (thick contours) and 250 m
(light contours). The green triangles represent the line of OBS deployed from October 7 to October 17, 2020. The new volcanic edifice (Fani Maoré)
lies at the eastern tip of the volcanic chain, close to LI05. The TikTak volcanic area, active during the deployment, is shown in blue. Top right insert:
regional setting of the Comoros archipelago, north of Mozambique Channel, between Africa and Madagascar. Insert below the stations:
example of an hydro-acoustic event recording, synchronized with LI05 first arrival.
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On October 22, a set of 4 good quality lines was also acquired

over the active lava flows field. In between, good quality profiles

were acquired on the same area on October 12 and 17, as well as

an additional transit line on October 14. Another transit line has

been collected before the October 9–10 survey, on October 6.

R/V Marion Dufresne is equipped with a Kongsberg

EM122 MBES (12 kHz, 1° × 1° beam width). Good quality

lines are conducted at low speed (5–6 knots), the swath

bathymetry width is cut at 50° for both starboard and portside

and adjacent lines overlap from central to external beams.

Thanks to these acquisition standards, the MBES vertical

accuracy can be constrained to 0.2–0.3% of the water depth.

All bathymetry data are processed using the GLOBE software

(Poncelet et al., 2019), according to a single and common

workflow, resulting in standardized grids for depth changes

analysis. Due to the depth of the area (~3000 m) and thanks

to the redundancy of the soundings, the data can be gridded

down to a 30 m cellsize. For each pixel, a standard deviation layer

(based on the valid soundings in the cell) is computed: for low

slopes, at 3000 m water-depth, it does not exceed 4 m, which

support a robust analysis of thin new morphological features. As

a result of this statistical analysis, we consider that changes in

bathymetry exceeding 5 m in elevation over a minimum of

3x3 pixels surface in flat areas are the result of new lava flows.

In addition, the MBES acquisitions are regularly calibrated in

an area known for being stable, outside of the eruption site. A

statistical analysis of the differences between two successive grids

is performed: the vertical bias between the two surveys can be

identified and corrected as an average level in bathymetry

differences; moreover, resulting standard deviation over such a

stable area helps for validating observations. Low quality data,

that do not permit to accurately quantify small depth changes,

can however be used to track-down the moving main spot of

volcanic activity on the seafloor if they form a coherent unit with

elevation differences above the 5 m threshold.

Finally, after computing differences between the bathymetry

grids in the TikTak area, outlines of areas with reliable depth

changes between two successive surveys have been designed

using the 5 m threshold (Figure 2). Their locations were

confirmed by analysing bathymetry differences between the

high quality surveys of October 9–10 and 22.

2.2 Hydro-acoustic signals analysis

The waves emitted at underwater eruption sites propagate

upwards in the water column and can later reflect at the ocean

surface and the seafloor. They can be recorded by hydrophones

FIGURE 2
Top panel: time span corresponding to each bathymetry difference map. Hydro-acoustic events arrival time differences between LI04 and
LI05 and between LI06 and LI05. Middle panel: hourly number of hydro-acoustic events detected from October 8 to October 16. The gray vertical
bars indicate the occurrence of eachMBES survey used to produce elevation differencemaps. Bottom panel: maps of the TikTak area showing depth
differences greater than 3 m (gray scale) between MBES surveys (1: October 6–9; 2: October 6–10; 3: October 10–12; 4: October 12–17). The
same color is used on the maps to outline the reliable depth differences interpreted as new volcanic material.
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located in the water column or on the seafloor. In Mayotte, Bazin

et al. (2021) showed the distinct signature of these signals using

hydrophones moored in the SOFAR (SOund Fixing and

RAnging) channel. Part of the hydro-acoustic energy is also

converted into seismic waves and is transmitted in the Earth

crust. Indeed, some geophones of the OBS array recorded such

signals but their data analysis is more complex.

Among the 10 OBS, LI05 was the closest to the active lava

flows at the time of deployment and therefore served as

reference. We chose here to only use the 3 closest OBS

(LI04, LI05 and LI06) to analyse the best waveforms (highest

signal to noise ratios).

The continuous records were manually scanned to identify

hydro-acoustic events by the REVOSIMA seismology group

during a pickathon (Saurel et al., 2022). These events are

characterized by a short and impulsive signal, and several seconds

time-delay between stations (Figure 1) due to the slow propagation of

the hydro-acoustic waves through water at ~1500m/s. This led to a

manual catalog of 1328 events. Because the bathymetry difference

maps do not show any significant changes between October 14 and

17 and because very few events occurred on October 16, we chose to

limit our analysis up to the end of October 15.

For each event we automatically picked the first arrival on the

hydrophone record, in a 25 s data-window. After detrending the

signals, we filtered them above 1.5 Hz to remove unwanted long-

period noise. On each station, the absolute maximum value of the

trace was picked and labelled as the first arrival. This first arrival

corresponds to an acoustic wave propagation with a single

reflection on the ocean surface.

To locate the sources, we performed a grid search to fit the

inter-station arrival time differences. We generated synthetic time-

arrivals on a 10 m grid on the seafloor by using NonLinLoc

Time2EQ software (Lomax, 2008). The travel-time tables for a

signal reflected on the ocean surface were calculated using the

Pirocko Cake library (Heimann et al., 2017).We used a 1D velocity

model derived from a CTD profile (conductivity, temperature,

depth) on the volcano acquired during Mayobs1 (Feuillet, 2019).

We calculated the two synthetic arrival time differences between

LI04 and LI06, respectively, and the reference LI05 station. Our

location result corresponded to the grid point where weminimized

the residuals root mean square between observed and synthetic

arrival-time differences.We also tested a simpler global 1D velocity

model to assess how sensitive our locations were compared to

water celerity. We noted that it did not produced a significant

variation in the absolute locations.

The OBS stations location on the seafloor could not be

determined and we only knew the ship position during the

instrument deployment and its recovery, with an accuracy of

10 m. Since there are strong oceanic currents around Mayotte,

the OBS can drift several hundred of meters during its descent

FIGURE 3
(A): Centroid of the source locations computed with each of the 125 OBS network configurations (represented with the color scale). The green
triangles represent the deployment locations of the three stations we used. The black triangles on top represent the station location variations we
tested. The insert shows a zoom on the events locations (red square). The blue patch corresponds to the area of reliable depth changes deduced
from MBES surveys over the whole survey. (B): Events locations (color dots for each event) relative to the centroid point for all the network
configurations. The color scale indicate the set of OBS positions used.
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and ascent. Indeed, we observed that the distances between

deployment and pick up locations varied between 300 m and

900 m. To estimate the influence of the OBS location uncertainty

on our location results, we calculated the locations of all the

events of our catalog using 5 different locations for each of the

3 OBS (Figure 3A). The 5 locations were uniformly spread

between deployment and recovery points for each instrument

and they led to 125 sets of OBS array configurations.

Our results (Figure 3A) show that absolute source locations

greatly depend on the OBS positions and are spread over

~0.7 km square. Moreover, these absolute locations are not

collocated with the mapped changes of bathymetry (Figure 3A

insert) and are always located north of the mapped lava flows.

Relative positions can be obtained by removing the centroid of

the events from each set built with the 125 station

configurations (Figure 3B). While the absolute locations

differ, the relative variations between events remain

consistent for all configurations of stations. The relative

variations are limited to 7 m in longitude and 26 m in

latitude for 95% of the events. Consequently, we can

translate the centroid of the events to match the contour of

the sea-floor bathymetry changes identified with the MBES

surveys, in order to analyze the relative variations of the

locations with time.

In the next sections, we refer as source location, the average

position of the events obtained with the 125 station distributions.

3 Results

Between October 7 and 17, 2020, various periods of activity

can be identified through both hydro-acoustic signals and

bathymetry analysis (Figure 2).

Relative time arrivals of the hydro-acoustic events between

different stations (Figure 2) and the resulting relative locations of

the hydro-acoustic events (Figure 4) show both progressive and

sudden migrations. Simultaneously, bathymetry analysis shows

the evolution of the lava flow pattern (Figures 2, 4).

The bathymetry differences highlight 3 different areas of

morphology changes during the period of study (Figure 2,

bottom panels). They were located at the north and at the

south of the elongated mount named TikTak (Figure 4). Until

October 10 around 12:00 UTC, the activity was concentrated in

the north of the area, with some late extension towards the south

eastern tip. Between October 10 and October 13, the activity

shifted to the south west of the previously active zone. Starting

fromOctober 13, depth changes were only present in the south of

the area, about 1 km away from the other active zones we

highlight.

Relative hydro-acoustic event locations evolution adds

insight into the short time evolution of the lava flows.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of arrival times, number of

events and depth changes during the 8 days of the study. On

the upper panel, we show the evolution of the arrival time

difference between stations LI04 (and LI06) and the reference

station LI05. We can see that the extension of activity to the

eastern tip of the northern patch at the end of October

9 happened gradually. In contrast, on October 11, the western

patch started being active quite suddenly. The arrival time

differences show a clear shift in average values compared to

the previous activity period followed by a smooth and rapid

variation during the first hours. On October 13, hydro-acoustic

events migrated sharply again, which is consistent with the

migration of the areas of significant depth changes to the south.

Figure 4 shows that some hydro-acoustic events occured

outside the contours defined by reliable depth changes (plain

lines). On the eastern tip, which was active at the end of October

10, the event locations were more extended than the bathymetry

contours, suggesting areas covered with lava flows thinner than

our depth change threshold. In the north, they seemed to

correspond to some cluster of pixels indicating bathymetry

differences (blue dashed contour, Figure 4). These pixels were

located at the edge of the bathymetry swath and were difficult to

discriminate from noise. Swath bathymetry data standard

FIGURE 4
Locations of hydro-acoustic events superimpoed on
bathymetry differences contours. Same colorscale as in Figure 2.
Dots show the hydro-acoustic events relative locations. Plain lines
contours are the outlines of reliable depth differences from
Figure 2 interpreted as new lava flows. Dashed contours show the
outlines of questionable depth changes, that we further confirmed
as new volcanic material thanks to hydro-acoustic events relative
locations.
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deviations are also higher in areas with high slopes.

Consequently, the depth differences observed at the southern

edge of the TikTak mount (yellow dashed contour, Figure 4) had

not been initially associated with reliable changes in bathymetry.

However, during this period of sparse activity (hourly events

count, Figure 2), some hydro-acoustic events were located on the

southern edge of TikTak, which suggests that the southern

dashed contour (Figure 4) also bounds a real bathymetry change.

The hydro-acoustic events activity varied during the period

of study. The northern lava flows was the most active, with

around 10 to 15 events per hour. The number of events decreased

when the lava flows expanded toward the east, but regained in

intensity again when the western area suddenly became active.

This could be an indication that the strength of activity and the

lava flow rate (expected to be higher at the onset of a new

outbreak) are correlated.

4 Discussion and conclusion

As discussed in theMaterials andmethods section, the results

of the absolute locations of the hydro-acoustic events vary with

station locations. As explained by Le Saout et al. (2020) the sea-

floor topography and variations in the water celerity also have an

influence on hydro-acoustic waves propagation. Our

approximation of this parameters was then transferred to the

absolute localization results of the hydro-acoustic events.

However, we showed that localizing their relative positions is

robust against uncertainties in the positions of the recording

stations. Thus, hydro-acoustic events can be used to study the

temporal evolution of lava flows.

On the other hand, maps of bathymetry differences give

correct absolute locations but integrate all the differences over

the time window between two surveys. Maps of bathymetry

differences are not able to show the temporal evolution of

what happened between the surveys. Consequently,

bathymetry surveys and hydro-acoustic events location are

very complementary. By combining both methods, we are able

to observe short-term variations of the lava flows of the

Mayotte eruption between October 8 and 16. While the

flows can progressively extend through an area, the

volcanic activity location can also suddenly change, as we

showed in the previous section (Figure 2). This highlights that

the eruption was not a steady and continuous process with a

single lava outbreak on the seafloor, even if it might have been

fed by a single dyke. Furthermore, like on onland volcanoes,

lava outputs cool at some locations, closing the active

outbreak, and the lava finds new paths toward the seafloor,

either via lava tunnels or shallow propagation from the

main dyke.

Areas with high variations in slopes scatter the echo-

sounder beams in multiple directions, leading to false

bathymetry differences. Similarly, the edges of the

bathymetry swath are noisy and generate artifacts on

bathymetry difference maps. Consequently, it makes it

difficult to distinguish small real bathymetry changes from

noisy signals. When coupled with the hydro-acoustic event

relative locations, such small questionable differences can be

confirmed (or not) as new areas of volcanic activity. Hydro-

acoustic event locations and analyses of depth changes are

complementary to give information on the evolution of the

lava flows through time and thus the eruption dynamic.

Consequently, lava flows starting and ending times can be

narrowed down to the hour. We showed in this study that

areas that were considered doubtful during the bathymetry

analysis (southern rim of the TikTak structure and north of the

area) were real zones of recent volcanic activity, using hydro-

acoustic events location.

In the past 20 years, two main mechanisms have been

proposed to explain hydro-acoustic impulsive signals

generated at submarine volcanoes. They could either result

from rapid expansion and explosion of cold water entrapped

into the molten lava: depending on the water depth, cold water

can be heated to steam (Caplan-Auerbach et al., 2017) or

supercritical state (Schipper and White, 2010). Or, the

impulsive signals could be generated by gas bubbles: gas-rich

magma exsolves bubbles (Clague et al., 2003) which can burst in

shallow waters or implode in deeper waters (depending on the

gas critical point).

The hydro-acoustic sources we recorded near Mayotte

were very impulsive. The instrument 250 Hz sampling rate

can theoretically recover signals with a frequency content up

to 125 Hz. However, with a signal length typically shorter than

0.05 s, the impulsive events were recorded with less than

10 samples. Consequently, we were not able to reliably

recover their complete frequency content, which is likely

above 50 Hz. This frequency content seems however

comparable with the hydro-acoustic signals analysed by Le

Saout et al. (2020) that present a similarity between them up to

high frequencies between 50 and 100 Hz. Because we could

not recover the complete frequency band of the signal, we

cannot know if we recovered the correct polarity of the

dominant source. This polarity would give information on

whether the source of the hydro-acoustic signals was explosive

(starting with compression) or implosive (starting with

decompression).

There is a debate whether explosive sources are possible in

deep water. Depending on salinity, the critical point of sea-water,

where water-vapour phase in not possible anymore, is between

295 and 302 bars (Bischoff and Rosenbauer, 1984), which

corresponds to a depth of 3000 m (Fofonoff and Millard,

1983). Since the active area near Mayotte is deeper than

3200 m (Figure 2 lower panels), it is supposed that sea-water

cannot exist in the vapour phase. In that case, a steam-burst

explosive type source as evidenced at 1600 m depth on Axial

Seamount during 2015 eruption (Caplan-Auerbach et al., 2017)
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would not be compatible with Mayotte eruption depth. However,

Schipper and White (2010) demonstrated that lava could heat

entrapped sea-water to supercritical state at depth below 3000 m

with a rapid phase transition allowing explosive sources. More

recently, Dürig et al. (2020) showed that induced fuel-coolant

process (IFCI, that do not involve any vapour phase) are very

effective in deep ocean and produce fine ash at explosive rate on

the lava-water boundary. Such highly effective fragmentation

process could produce numerous impulsive hydro-acoustic

signals at the lava-water boundary. Another explanation could

involveCO2 or other volcanic gases. Clague et al. (2003) proposed

that supercritical CO2 bubbles exsolved from the magma quickly

collapse into liquid CO2 when the bubble cools down. Cui et al.

(2016) showed the existence of cavitation when bubbles collapse

and rebound, generating pressure pulse at each collapse and

rebound. Bubble collapse, whether they are produced by exsolved

CO2 or other volcanic gases, would produce repetitive implosive

hydro-acoustic signals. The June 2019 fresh lava samples

(Fouquet and Feuillet, 2019) from the second phase of the

eruption showed a significant amount of vesicularity and

some of them still contained vesicle-trapped volatiles (popping

rocks) when brought on-board (Berthod et al., 2021). Assuming

the lava composition from 2020 TikTak lava flows was similar, a

high vesicularity, compatible with a high volatile content, could

be in favor of underwater implosions driven by rapidly cooling

gas bubbles.

Preliminary analysis of the speed of the hydro-acoustic

sources migration during October 12th shows velocity values

around 0.0044 m/s (Green to yellow zone in Figure 4). Those

values are similar to the lowest flow front velocities estimated

by Le Saout et al. during 2015 eruption on Axial Seamount and

interpreted as corresponding to the latest stages of the activity.

On Fani Maoré volcano, the volcanic activity we described

happened more than 2 years after the beginning of the

eruption (Mittal et al., 2022) and the low flow-front

velocities could correspond to the latest stages of the eruption.

Combining the repeated swath bathymetry surveys with

the continuous OBS hydrophone records can give insights

into the eruption evolution and constrains the time

boundaries of its lava flow activities at the hour level. We

showed three cases where hydro-acoustic events helped

confirm small bathymetry changes. When only ship-based

bathymetry is available, outlines of the new lava flows can

also be made more finely thanks to hydro-acoustic events

relative locations and this will have consequences on the

emitted volumes estimation. This information can then be

used to estimate the lava flow extrusion rate with an accuracy

and precision greater than with bathymetry alone, and have a

better idea of the eruption mechanism and dynamics.

We show the success of this methodology for a 8-days time

window. In the next steps, the hydro-acoustic events will be

analyzed using the OBS data recorded since early 2019 near

Mayotte and compared with bathymetric surveys performed

during the successive Mayobs campaigns (Feuillet et al., 2019).

Since events cannot be picked manually for such long term

records, on-going work focuses on the automatic detection

and classification of hydro-acoustic events. Simultaneously,

work is being done to reconstruct the phases of the eruption

and to estimate the volumes of new material and flow rates

throughout the eruption from the repeated bathymetric surveys

near Mayotte (Deplus et al., 2019).
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